The Bridge: Behind the Scenes at Chelsea

A look behind the scenes at a year in the life of Chelsea Football Club. The books
photographer and author accompanied players at training, in the dressing room and on the
team bus, the chairman to meetings and press events, the staff as they carried out their duties,
and the clubs followers.
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Express Sport brings you the best behind-the-scenes pictures from the Stamford Bridge
changing rooms as Chelsea prepare to host West Ham. EXPRESS SPORT brings you the best
behind-the-scenes pictures from Stamford Bridge as Chelsea prepare to take on Paris
Saint-Germain in.
Chelsea scored three goals for the second consecutive game under Maurizio Sarri as they
sealed a hard-fought win over London rivals Arsenal.
Speaking as a pundit at Stamford Bridge, Gerrard says that Chelsea There's certainly a bit of
friction behind the scenes because for me, you. Watching on - Terry has been a long-term
supporter of the club's youth teams and here is pictured taking in a reserve game at the Bridge
in.
Junior fans â€“ win amazing behind-the-scenes access to cup game! for the game, as club
legend Frank Lampard returns to Stamford Bridge.
PLAYERS ARRIVE! CHE v BATE. The players have arrived at Stamford Bridge ahead of
our Europa League tie v BATE Borisov - Come on. Chelsea are unlucky to draw but continue
their unbeaten run to record length UNSEEN EXTRA: Behind-the-scenes access as Chelsea
stay Chelsea Re- Seen: David Luiz Has A Surprise For A Lucky Bridge Kids Member. Home
of Chelsea FC, Stamford Bridge is one of London's top sports venues. Go behind the scenes
and enjoy a free Chelsea Stadium Tour with The London. Get an hour-long guided tour behind
the scenes of Stamford Bridge, home of Chelsea FC; Tour the tunnel, dressing rooms and
press room as you get to know .
In addition to hosting Chelsea FC's domestic and European home fixtures, Stamford Bridge
offers fully guided behind-the-scenes tours, giving access to areas.
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